Delivering Business Intelligence

•

Wouldn’t it be nice if you were automatically notified of issues that needed your attention
and you were provided the necessary backup and information for you to take appropriate
action?

•

Wouldn’t it be nice if you could have a system that was smart enough and flexible enough
to automate the process of sending and tracking critical notices and information such as
customer invoices, late notices or account notifications?

•

Wouldn’t it be nice if your system could monitor all of your data and automatically notify
you or your customers when critical dates are approaching or something needs your
immediate attention?
EI Dynamics is the answer!

EI Dynamics is intelligent software that enables small and medium sized companies to
automate business processes, monitor and analyze critical company data and ensure
that information is delivered to the right people at the right time in the right format.

With EI Dynamics software you will…
•
•
•
•
•

Never miss a critical deadline again
Never have to worry that an inventory item is out of stock when you really need it
Have peace of mind that all customers will be notified before their contracts
expire
Always know the status of your projects and be alerted before issues arise
Be able to automate the delivery of critical reports such as invoices, customer
statements and company financials

Product Lines:
Dynamic Alerts is a business monitoring and alerting system designed to intelligently monitor
data across an entire enterprise regardless of database or system. Dynamic Alerts constantly
monitors data based on straightforward user defined business rules and sends out notifications
via email or text message whenever a rule is triggered. With Dynamic Alerts you don’t have to
worry about missing a deadline or having any unexpected surprises anymore.
Dynamic Reports is a report automation solution that incorporates Dynamic Alerts to allow
companies to intelligently schedule generate and distribute common enterprise reports. Dynamic
Reports powerful reporting engine dynamically generates standard industry reports such as
Crystal reports and SQL Reporting Services reports, RTF documents and any webpage or web
based report. Additionally, Dynamic Reports powerful query engine provides the flexibility to
analyze almost any data and take action based on user defined criteria. The fact that Dynamic
Reports uses ODBC and OLEDB to communicate with data makes it useful to almost every
company and virtually every data driven system.
Dynamic BPM (Business Process Automation): is a process automation solution that brings
everything together into one comprehensive suite of intelligent software. With Dynamic BPM not
only can we read data and take action such as generating a report or sending an alert but we can
also affect the underlying data by writing back to a database or triggering some other type of
event or action. With Dynamic BPM we can create workflows and dependent processes to
automate tasks otherwise done manually. With Dynamic BPM you can easily launch SQL
Queries, launch .exe applications; post to webpage’s or run custom .NET code using the VB.NET
or C# runtime language.
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Key Features and Functions:
Natively generate and
distribute enterprise reports:

Dynamic Reports can natively generate and
distribute the following report formats…
* Crystal Reports
* SQL Reporting Services Reports
* Web pages
* RTF documents
Note: any other file types can be attached
but only the formats above can be
dynamically generated.

Database/application
independent:

Dynamic Reports can interface with any
ODBC or OLEDB compliant database which
means it can work with almost any database,
accounting system or other data driven
applications.
For example:
* SQL Server
* Oracle
* DB2
* Microsoft Access
* FoxPro
* Pervasive SQL
* MySQL
* Great Plains Dynamics
* Solomon
* MAS90/2000
* JD Edwards
* Timberline
* Yardi
* Peachtree
* Quickbooks

Multiple distribution options:

Dynamic Reports can distribute information
in several ways
* Email
* Printer
* FTP
* Fax
* SMS – text messaging
* Save to file system

Multi report processing:

Each Dynamic Reports job can process
multiple reports simultaneously.
Email's can include multiple report
attachments.

Job scheduling:

Dynamic Reports powerful scheduling

engine provides the ability to schedule jobs
to run automatically on a timed interval.
Note: any scheduled job can also be run
"on-demand" at any time.
Built-in design tools:

Dynamic Reports built in HTML Editor and
proprietary Data Grid Editor and Query
Designer provide all the tools necessary to
develop professional looking emails without
the need for any other 3rd party
development software, database design
tools or HTML editing software.
* Query Designer - visual query designer for
querying underlying database. Similar to
Microsoft Accesses query builder.
* HTML Editor - design professional looking
html based emails
*DataTable Builder - embed data lists and
detail information into emails. The datatable
builder provides the ability to generate
emails that function like a report.

Enterprise email capabilities:

SMTP: Dynamic Reports works with any
smtp mail server.
High volume email processing: for
companies that have a need for high volume
mail lists (i.e. 50,000 plus emails), Dynamic
Reports supports Microsoft's Pickup method
of delivery which can scale up to hundreds
of thousands of emails per hour.
Built-in dual HTML/Text email support:
different email devices such as PDA's, cell
phones, laptops, etc have different
capabilities to accept and read HTML
emails. Dynamic Reports allows you to send
dual Text/HTML messages to reach a wider
audience and ensure that emails are
received by a wider range of devices and
networks.

Enhanced Logging:

Dynamic Reports features an enhanced
logging mode that enables companies to
track all email and distribution activity
including detail of sender, date time stamp,
job details, etc.
Enhanced logging is important for
companies who need to comply with CanSpam compliance laws and potentially areas
within Sarbanes Oxley.

Post Processing Events:

Not only can Dynamic Reports evaluate your
data and distribute it but it also has the
unique ability to write data back to a

database or take some other type of action
such as running a script or executing
another program.
Post Transaction Events: occurs after
every record is processed. The information
from the current record can be used to take
further action.
Post Job Events: occurs once at the end of
a job.
Types of post events supported:
* Database Insert, Update, Append query
* Process VBA script
* Launch a 3rd party executable program
* HTTP Post/Get Events
* Launch Dynamic Reports jobs
* Natively process c# or VB.net script
Programming API:

Dynamic Reports has a built in application
programming interface compatible with .NET
2.0
The API can be used to integrate Dynamic
Reports into custom windows or web
application developed in .NET 2.0 or above.

Sample Uses:
Dynamic Reports is a versatile product that can be used by almost every company and every
department. Understanding some common practical examples of how the system could be
applied to most companies will help you imagine how this product could transform your
organization...
Accounting:
• Email invoices to customers rather than
send them via mail.
• Automatically notify customers who have
an aged accounts receivable balance
over 60 days
• Generate an executive reporting package
every Monday whereby each executive
receives 3 separate attachments via
email. A/R Aging, A/P Aging and a
financial summary
• Notify the CFO daily if the company cash
account dips below a certain amount.

Human Resources:
• Send out a birthday greeting from the
company to each employee on their
birthday
• Send out employee wide notices such as
the annual paid-time off schedule
• Automatically notify employees if their
accrued sick time gets too high or too
low.
• Automatically, send each divisional
manager a summary of only their direct
employees’ hours for the
week/month/year.

Sales/Marketing:
• Send out a company newsletter to it’s
customers
• Notify customers of new products or
services based on a customer profile.
• Send a company welcome greeting to
any new customers added into the
customer database.
• Send out an automatic email to any
customer who has not bought or paid
for anything in 90 days and offer them
something new.

Operations:
• Send out an individualized job cost
recap report to each project manager
each week with only their job
information.
• Send out an automated insurance
detail report to the compliance
manager and the vendor 30 days
before a vendor’s insurance is about to
expire.
• Send out a batch of PO’s created each
day to those vendors who a PO was
generated for.

Screen Shots:

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The following are the minimum system requirements for Dynamic Reports
Operating System
Windows Server 2000
Windows Server 2003 x86
Windows Server 2008 x86
Windows XP
Windows Vista
Minimum Hardware
Pentium 233 MHz or greater
120 MB RAM (Recommended: 500 MB RAM or greater)
52 MB hard drive space
Other:
.Net 2.0 Framework Required
Client: Windows Application
Server component: Runs as a Windows Service
Crystal version 9 through 12
SQL Reporting Services 2000 & 2005

For More Information Contact:
(949) 795-6084
sales@dynamicreports.com
Visit us on the web: http://www.DynamicReports.com

